COLLECTION

High-performance replacement windows
that are beautiful and remarkably affordable
are the result of our dedication to quality
and our understanding of the real world
requirements of everyday life. Aspirations™
windows are engineered and crafted to
provide outstanding thermal efficiency,
exceptional strength and lasting durability.
The rigid, vinyl construction and fusion
welded sashes and frames create windows
that are as durable as they are beautiful.
Aspirations™ windows are created
specifically for your home and are backed
by a Transferable, Lifetime Warranty.

TH E R M A L

HIGH-PERFORMANCE, ENERGY EFFICIENT GLASS SYSTEMS
Aspirations™ windows are engineered with state-of-the-art glass
technology to give you outstanding thermal efficiency. It all starts with
premium insulated glass...double-strength glass separated by an optimal
air space to create a 3/4” wide thermal barrier.

WARM EDGE INSULATING GLASS SEALANT SYSTEM
Between the glass panes is a high-performance sealant system with

In cold, winter climates, the Low-E Glass helps keep rooms warmer by

insulated spacers engineered to flex with the glass in hot or cold

reflecting heat back into the home while letting warm, solar rays in. In

temperatures to resist sealant failure. The insulated spacers also help

hot, summer temperatures, the Low-E Glass lets visible light pass while

keep the edges of the glass warmer, dramatically reducing condensation

blocking infrared and ultraviolet radiant solar energy. So your rooms stay

while keeping cold air out and warm air in.

cooler and you save on precious energy costs.

OPTIONAL ENERGY SAVING EXTRAS

LOW-E GLASS WITH INSULATING ARGON GAS

To ensure our Aspirations™ windows provide you with exceptional energy

Argon Gas works like an insulating blanket between two panes of glass

savings, Soft Coat Low-E Glass with insulating Argon Gas is available as

to further improve the thermal efficiency of Atrium windows. An insulated

an optional feature.

glass unit using Low-E Glass with Argon Gas provides the optimum
insulating value for your home. Only available with Low-E Glass.

LOW-E GLASS TECHNOLOGY
Low-E Glass is coated with microscopically thin, optically transparent

An added bonus of our warm edge, insulating glass sealing system is

metallic layers that reflect radiant solar energy while permitting visible

its ability to create a single seal that provides superior retention of Argon

light to pass through the glass. These invisible coatings provide amazing

Gas. This system assures you of thermal efficiency that is performance-

clarity and outstanding thermal performance.

tested to be the best. Only available with Low-E Glass.

In the summer,
Low-E glass
reduces heat gain
from the sun to
help keep your
home cooler.

In the winter,
Low-E glass lets
warm solar rays
in while reducing
heat loss from
your home.

Atrium vinyl windows with Low-E Glass with insulating
Argon Gas have earned the Energy Star rating.

TH E BE S T
Atrium vinyl windows are precision engineered to provide worry-free
beauty and performance. Take a closer look at the many features that
make Aspirations™ an exceptional value in quality window craftsmanship.

PROVIDE OUTSTANDING BENEFITS

Available in:
• Nail Fin

•

Replacement Flange

•

Block Frame

•

Brick Mould

Replacement flange
engineered with heavy-duty dual wall
construction (optional feature)

Fusion-welded
frame and sash
minimizes air and water infiltration and
enhances durability

Constant force balance
allows for easy movement of sash

Low Profile Sweep Lock

3/4” Insulated glass

engages metal reinforced mulling
post for added security

provides energy saving thermal
efficiency. Host of glass options
available including Low-E glass with
insulating Argon Gas

Metal reinforced meeting rail
creates a strong/secure interlock

Tilt sash
makes it easy to clean interior
and exterior glass surfaces from
the inside

Integral vinyl lift rail
provides smooth, finger-tip
operation of moving sash

Integral vinyl interlock
features insulation strip that
spans locking rail to seal out air
and water infiltration

Full weather-stripping
Large multi-cavity vinyl chambers

helps prevent air infiltration
into and out of the home

help improve thermal performance and reduce
the amount of outside noise entering the home.
The noise deadening chambers combined with
an air-tight design provide quiet comfort

*Screens are flush mounted
and feature a continuous lift raill

Manufacturer reserves the
right to substitute components
as necessary.

Attractive beveled exterior frame
adds a stylish accent to this easy care window
made of premium, high-performance vinyl

CO M PL E M E N T AR Y

Ask about our vast assortment of complementary styles and specialty shapes to create the picture perfect look for your home.

Single-Hung
Windows

Three Lite Sliding
Windows

Two Lite Sliding
Windows

*Screens are not meant to restrain a child from falling through an open window.

Bay and Bows

Geometric Shapes

Picture Window

DESIGNER

INTERIOR SEL ECTIONS
You can accent the beauty of Aspirations™ windows
with any of the following custom enhancement options.
Optional 5/8” wide decorative flat grids or 1” wide
contoured grids are available that fit between the glass
panels and never require cleaning or maintenance.
Aspirations™ windows are
available in White or Almond.

Rain

Glue Chip

Flemish

Delta Frost

Obscure

DECORATIVE GLASS OPTIONS
Optional glass decorating enables you to customize
Aspirations™ windows. Obscure glass is available in
various textures, and tinted glass is available as well.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU... A WARRANTY THAT GOES BEYOND THE ORDINARY

WARRANTY

A Lifetime Warranty backs every Atrium Aspirations™ window. See Atrium Windows and Doors Warranty for complete details.
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Kids Can’t Fly
Screens are not designed to restrain a child from falling through an
open window. Please take proper precautions.
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D I S T R I BU T E D B Y :

Made in
the U.S.A.

